the event. Accents Event Planning
and Rentals provided gorgeous
decor for the outdoor-turned-indoor
space. Posters were printed by Fox
Print and music was provided by
DJ SieffStyle Entertainment. Cham
“Sam” Phan lent his videography
talents to capturing the evening on
film and breathtaking stills were shot
by Anne Noel Photography. Not
Just Cupcakes whipped up delicious
desserts while Catering by Cleaver’s
served appetizers for the event.
Thanks to the support from
neighboring businesses and
generous vendors throughout the
community, guests went home with
goodies from Look’s Market, Faini
Designs Jewelry Studio, Active Spine,
Southeastern Hair Design and Day
Spa, Farmer’s Insurance, Country ‘N
More, Accents Event Planning and
Rentals, McNally’s Irish Pub, Catering
by Cleaver’s, The Canton Barn, and
even Ellie Stone Bride.
“It was everything I imagined it
would be,” said Kalli.
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With a new name and a new
address, Ellie Stone Bride
celebrated their Grand Reopening
in style with a runway show and
quickly heated up the cold,
Midwestern night.
Originally planned as an outdoor
event on October 3, 2018, owners
Tim and Kalli Blackstone and
their team flawlessly executed a
move indoors after strong winds
rendered the tent unusable.
Over 300 people attended the
grand reopening that not only
showcased their private labels
Jase Michael, Tallen James, and
Amy Elizabev, but also gave the
attendees a peek at the incredible
diversity that Ellie Stone Bride
offers their clients.
“We want everyone to feel
beautiful... the minute a person
walks through the door, we see

the person. We don’t see a size, a
shape, a color, a make or model;
we see you,” said Kalli Blackstone.
Wendy Rivera, a globally
recognized name in the bridal
industry and owner of “Do You
Speak Bride,” dedicated her
time and talent to emcee the
noteworthy event. She confirmed
the Ellie Stone vision and says the
Blackstones are all about family
and empowering women. “The
diversity of the gowns and people
on the runway speak to their
mission statement,” shared Wendy.
That statement? A quote from
F. Scott Fitzgerald: “She was
beautiful, but not like those girls in
the magazines. She was beautiful
for the way she thought. She was
beautiful for the sparkle in her eyes
when she talked about something
she loved. She was beautiful for

her ability to make other people
smile, even if she was sad. No, she
wasn't beautiful for something as
temporary as her looks. She was
beautiful deep down to her soul.
She is beautiful.”
Throwing an event that rivals runway
shows in major cities was something
Kalli says would not have been
possible without the help of amazing
volunteers. Twenty-eight volunteer
models strutted the runway,
highlighting over 40 different looks in
bridal fashion.
Not only was she moved by the
volunteers that walked in her
show, Kalli says she couldn’t
believe the incredible response
from vendors whom offered their
services to support a successful
show. SuFu Cruise provided a ride
to and from the show for a lucky
winner that was drawn prior to

In addition to the three private
labels that are now coming in,
Ellie Stone Bride will be the
area’s exclusive retailer of Justin
Alexander gowns as well as
Polished Pearl veils, a company that
employs and empowers survivors
of or those at risk of sex trafficking.
They also offer tuxedos, bridesmaid
dresses, accessories, and a dress
preservation service.
And they may not be stopping
there. Kalli hints at something more.
“There will be a new little addition
to Ellie Stone Bride,” she promised.

6205 S OLD VILLAGE PLACE
SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA
(605) 332-8841
WWW.ELLIESTONEBRIDE.COM

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
The business’ namesake pays
tribute to the Blackstone family.
“Ellie” is Tim and Kalli’s
granddaughter. Ellie is a beautiful
baby with a never-ending smile; the
goal of each Ellie Stone stylist is to
welcome everyone into the salon
with a smile as contagious as Ellie’s.
“Stone” is the second half of Tim
and Kalli’s last name. To them, Stone
means foundation and strength. Ellie
Stone Bride is built on a foundation
of family, and they embrace the
strength of women.
Three Ellie Stone Bride private labels
pay homage to family names.
Jase Michael, Tallen James,
& Amy Elizabev
“Jase” and “Tallen” are both names
of the Blackstones’ grandsons; “Amy”
is Kalli’s sister-in-law, and “Elizabev”
is a beautiful combination of Kalli’s
mother’s, sister-in-law’s, and niece’s
middle name, rounded out with “Bev”,
Kalli’s late mother-in-law. Honoring
those in her life and those who cross
the threshold of her shop is very
important to Kalli. And that is apparent
in the thought and care that goes into
every detail at Ellie Stone Bride.

